Autumn 2017 Class 4
Welcome to Class 4 This term, once we have returned from an action- packed time in
Llanrug, the timetable will be as busy and exciting as usual!
Our class topic this term will be about The Romans and the impact they had on Britain. We
shall be studying amongst other things: the significant events in the rise and fall of the
Roman Empire, locating the significant towns and cities in Britain that the Romans
developed, learning how roads were built, understanding why the Romans were successful
in invading Britain and what the soldiers really thought about life here.
In Maths we will look at: place value of numbers with up to 7 digits, addition and
subtraction including decimals, 2 d shape, angles, rounding numbers, fractions, decimals,
short multiplication and division and measures.
In English we will study the different fiction genres; particularly historical fiction, as well as
writing a variety of non- fiction texts including reports, explanations, and persuasion texts.
We will also study some poetry and attempt to learn passages by heart!
Grammar and Handwriting will be taught independently throughout the term.
Our science topics this term will be:
Living things and their habitats. This will involve the children classifying both animals and
plants according to their characteristics.
The Human body. Including the workings of the circulatory system and how to keep our
bodies healthy.
Homework will be given out on a Friday to be returned the following Thursday.
Spelling tests will be every Monday a.m.
P.E will be Tuesdays and Thursdays. (Please can the girls have a pair of socks in their P. E
bags if they wear tights to school.)
Any questions or concerns you or your child may have, please don’t hesitate in coming to
see me.

Regards
Ginny Sharp
Class 4 teacher.

